ABSTRACT
The rise of US Dollars exchange rate to Rupiah in September 2013 has had an impact on all industries in Indonesia, especially tofu enterprises. The rising prices of raw materials require them to have an ability to survive and remain competitive. Productivity is one of the main indicators to estimate the ability to survive and compete. They have to be able to maximize the output utilizing the limited resources (input). Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) using Banxia Frontier Analysis 3 Software helps to evaluate relative productivity of several Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME). The samples of this research are 31 of 66 Tofu SMEs in Salatiga. Constant Return to Scale (CRS) and Variable Return to Scale (VRS) models oriented in the output were used in this research. The finding shows that 2 SMEs were efficient in overall, 4 SMEs were efficient in scale, 8 SMEs were technically efficient and 23 SMEs were inefficient. For those which are inefficient can refer to the efficient SMEs to improve their efficiency by lessening input factors and maximizing output factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rise of US Dollars exchange rate to Rupiah in September 2013 has had an impact on all industries in Indonesia, especially tofu enterprises. The demands of soybeans, as the raw materials of tofu, increase each year. However, the local soybeans cannot fulfill the demands. From 2010 to 2014, local soybean productivity could only fulfill 851,286 tons out of ± 2,300,000 tons of dried seeds demands per year; accordingly the governments have to import the soybeans from other countries. Whereas, it causes disadvantages for Indonesia: loss of considerable foreign exchange, lack of employment opportunities, and the increase of long-term dependency [1].

Salatiga has tens of SMEs, especially Tofu enterprises. Inevitably, they were affected by the rise of soybean price that will reduce their profit. For that reason, they are required to have an ability to survive and remain competitive. Productivity is one of the main indicators to measure the ability to survive and compete. Generally, productivity is seen from financial ratio, where it becomes the turning point in an enterprise performance measurement. Estimating or assessing performance is an act of judgment on various activities in one organization’s value chain [2]. Unfortunately, financial ratio measurement only describes the financial position not the use of enterprise’ limited resources (input) toward the output.

For that reason, it is necessary to have an analysis that considers how the enterprises have an ability to maximize their resources. Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) developed linier programme technique called DEA [3], mathematic and non parametric programming model for relative productivity of one group using some input and output data which are relatively the same [4].

DEA method was used in this research to analyze the efficiency of Tofu SME based on the input and output data of Tofu SME in Salatiga. The finding of the research helps inefficient SMEs in terms of productivity to have an ability to work more productively by referring to the efficient SMEs with good performance.

The research explains 1) how the level of technical efficiency, revenue efficiency, allocative efficiency and economic efficiency of each Tofu SMEs in Salatiga are, 2) what variables constitutes the causes of inefficiency, 3) the paces to gain the efficiency of Tofu SMEs.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 The Previous Studies
Qumarudi (2011) conducted a research aimed at 1) measuring the technical efficiency, revenue efficiency, allocative efficiency and economic efficiency of Batik SMEs, 2) Identifying what variables constitutes the causes of each Batik SMEs inefficiency, and 3) Finding the solution of the inefficiency problems. DEA was used where the input data were employees, batik-wax, garment, dye, and the output data were batik products. The finding showed that 12 SMEs were technically efficient and 23 SMEs were inefficient. Raw materials variable was blamed to be the cause of inefficiency. For that reason, to be efficient, the inefficient SMEs could adjust actual value to target value based on the recommendation of DEA analysis result [5].

Juliza Hidayati (2005) used DEA to evaluate the performance of 18 Banks owned by PT Bank Rakyat Indonesia (corporation) in 2003. Lindo software was used to apply Constant Return to Scale (CRS) and Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) model, where input data were the number of employees, the amount of deposit, the amount of cost and output data were the number of customers, the amount of loan given, the amount of income earned. The research aimed to give a description of relative productivity value and also the target as the starting point to improve bank performance. The finding showed that 11 DMU were efficient and the rest of them were inefficient. It produced peer group of DMU and the targets for improving their performance [6].
The differences of this research compared to the previous researches are this research was conducted in Tofu SMEs in Salatiga. DEA methods used are CCR/CRS and BCC/VRS oriented in the output with Banxia Frontier Analyst 3 software for data-processing. It generated efficiency value, peer group, and recommendation for inefficient DMUs.

2.2 The Definition of SME
Small- and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) is an independent productive economic enterprise, run by individual proprietor or a venture which is not a subsidiary, owned, managed, and directly or indirectly part of bigger enterprises based on SME criteria with criteria of the total net assets or annual sales revenue in accordance with the law [7]. Table 1 shows the criteria of net assets and sales revenue for SME according to the Law.

![Table 1: SME Income Criteria](image)

Source: Undang-undang no 20 tahun 2008

SME constitutes one main pillar of national economic that should get the first opportunity, and possible development as the form of alignments to people’s priority economy [8].

2.3 Performance and Efficiency Measurement
Business efficacy that aligns the purpose and the strategy of the company will determine the success of the company. One way to gain that thing is to improve company’s performance incrementally. Performance constitutes the ability to apply the strategy effectively to ensure that the purpose designed can be achieved. All companies aim at achieving efficiency point in order to earn maximum profit. Therefore, it is necessary to maximize the resources. How is a particular input possible to gain the maximum profit? An enterprise will be called as efficient when: 1) that enterprise is able to minimize the expenses without decreasing the output produced, 2) that enterprise is able to produce the maximum output with the same expenses [9].

Efficiency constitutes a measurement of efficacy on resource/cost scale to gain the output for the activity run. There are three dimensions of efficiency general concept: expense, revenue, and profit efficiency [10][11]. Efficiency is ratio between the output and the input of the process, focusing on input consumption [12]. Efficiency is an act of maximizing the output using limited employment, materials, and equipments [13]. It consists of three components: technical efficiency, allocative efficiency, scale efficiency and economic efficiency [14]. Technical Efficiency is a combination of capacity and ability of economic unit to produce the maximum output from a number of input and technology. On the other hand, allocative efficiency is the ability and availability of economic unit to operate at the level of marginal product value. It is the same as marginal cost, MVP=MC [15].

According to Farrell (1957) technical efficiency is an act of maximizing output using a particular input and allocative efficiency is maximizing the input. The combination of both efficiencies is the economic efficiency [16][17]. Both input and output orientation can be used for efficiency measurement. From the efficiency measurement point of view, input- and output-oriented models can be distinguished. The input-oriented model aims at minimizing inputs while maintaining outputs constant, while the output-oriented one focuses on maximization of outputs and still utilizing the input levels specified originally [18].

Ratio between input and output can be used and it is often to use regression approach, frontier approach. Some financial institutions measure the performance by focusing on the frontier efficiency or x-efficiency. They measure relative performance by comparing the “best” institution performance to the industries, with the condition that the institutions have the same niche market condition [19][20].

Frontier efficiency is superior for some financial ratio standard from financial report such as return on asset/revenue ratio. It is because the use of programming or statistical techniques which omit the difference effect inside input price and exogenous factor influencing standard performance (ratio). Parametric and non-parametric approaches are used. The examples of parametric approaches are: 1) Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA), 2) Thick Frontier Approach (TFA), 3) Distribution-Free Approach (DFA), and the examples of non-parametric approach are: 1) Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), 2) Free Disposal Hull [21]. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is used to measure the efficiency with frontier approach using liner programming and econometric methods: 1. Data Envelopment analysis, 2. stochastic frontier [22].

2.4 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) constitutes one of productivity measurement methods and performance evaluation of one company’s activity using non-parametric approach which is basically liner programming based technique. It was Charnes et al, who first proposed this method in 1978.

How DEA work is by comparing input and output data of one organization (or in DEA terminology, Decision Making Unit, DMU), to other input and output data of the similar DMU. The term DMU can be used for various units, such as banks, hospitals, retail stores, and whatever unit which has the similarity to the operational characteristics [23]. The comparison between input and output will result one efficiency value. According to DEA method, efficiency constitutes a relative value instead of absolute value achieved by a unit. DMU with the best performance will reach 100% efficiency. However, other DMUs below this value will have varying efficiency, i.e. 0 – 100% [24].

The measurement paces of efficiency value on DEA method are: 1) conducting DMU pinpointing and identifying DMU that will be evaluated, 2) deciding the input and output of DMU, 3) conducting analysis to get relative efficiency value [25].

DEA is a multi-factors productivity analysis model for measuring DMU’s relative efficiency. The formula of Efficiency Score is simply the output compared with the input which can be expressed below [26][27]: Efficiency = (Output / Input). Sometimes, the organization unit has input and output complexity; hence this formula can be used to evaluate. Efficiency = (Weighted Sum of outputs / Weighted Sum of Input).
CCR Model (Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes), Constant Return to Scale (CRS), aims to maximize a number of output. It consists of the purpose function which constitutes the number of output maximizing from the enterprises that will be measured their relative productivity and the difference between output and input of all unit measured. The formula of constant return to scale is expressed below:

$$\max_{\mu_k, v_i} \sum_{k=1}^{p} \mu_k y_{0k} $$

s. t.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i x_{0i} = 1$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{p} \mu_k y_{kj} - \sum_{i=1}^{m} v_i x_{ij} \leq 0 \quad j = 1, \ldots, n$$

$$\mu_k \geq 0, v_i \geq 0 \quad k = 1, \ldots, p \quad i = 1, \ldots, m$$ (1)

CCR model has been developed into variable return to scale (VRS). It assumes that the enterprise does not operate or even has not operated at the maximum scale. This means that the ratio between input and output addition are not the same. In other words, the addition to the input of x times will not cause the output increased by x times smaller or larger. The formula of return to scale variable is expressed below:

$$\max_{\mu_k, v_i} \sum_{k=1}^{p} \mu_k y_{0k} - u_0 $$

s. t.

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} v_i x_{0i} = 1$$

$$\sum_{k=1}^{p} \mu_k y_{kj} - \sum_{i=1}^{m} v_i x_{ij} - u_0 \leq 0 \quad j = 1, \ldots, n$$

$$\mu_k \geq 0, v_i \geq 0 \quad k = 1, \ldots, p \quad i = 1, \ldots, m$$ (2)

Where

y = Input of DMU

x = Output of DMU

v_i = non-negative scalars

y_{0k} = k^{th} output

v_i = m^{th} input

\mu_k = unit price of output k of DMU

The CCR model reflects multiplication of technical efficiency and scale efficiency, whereas BCC model or VRS reflects technical efficiency only. Therefore, relative scale efficiency constitutes the ratio of CCR/CRS efficiency model and BCC/VRS model [18].

The advantages of DEA method are a) it can deal with numbers of inputs and outputs, b) it doesn’t need the assumption of functional relationship between input and output variable, c) the enterprise will be compared directly to other similar enterprises, d) both input and output may own different measurement unit [24]. On the other hand, the limitation of DEA are a) it has simple specific attributes, b) it constitutes an extreme point technique, measurement fault will result fatal impact c) although it is good for estimating Economy Activity Unit relative efficiency, DEA is not appropriate for estimating absolute efficiency d) statistically hypothesis assessment of DEA result is difficult to do e) it uses separate linear programming for each Economy Activity

Unit f) the weight and input resulted by DEA cannot be interpreted into economic value[25].

2.5 Frontier Analyst

The recent DEA researches have had various technological solutions. Software has not been the barrier for DEA application in supporting decision making and benchmarking process any longer [28]. Software applications that can be used for CCR/CRS method and BCC or VRS are classified into commercial and non-commercial. Those are DEA Solver Pro, Frontier Analyst, OnFront, and Warwick DEA for commercial software. DEA Excel Solver, DEAP, EMS, and Pionee are for non-commercial software. Frontier Analyst is used in this research. It constitutes Banxia’s software that has the most professional interface and documentation for conducting evaluation toward DMU. Frontier Analyst is a windows-based efficiency analysis tool using DEA technique to assess relative performance of organization units that run the same function. Data resources that will have been analyzed are derived from text, excel, spss file, etc. Frontier Analyst is able to give efficiency analysis based on input and output orientation. Besides, it gives the result for CCR and/or BCC. It forms a standard report for efficiency score of DMU, actual vs. target of each DMU, and shows everything about the units thoroughly [29].

3. THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Identification

Data used is the primary data from tofu enterprises in Salatiga. It is collected by interviewing 31 out of 66 managers of tofu enterprises in Salatiga.

3.2 Data Processing and Analysis

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is used to process and analyze data. Banxia Frontier Analyst 3 application is also used to achieve the target as the productivity improvement toward improvement.

3.3 Data Collecting and Processing

To analyze efficiency tofu SME in Salatiga, input and output data are needed. According to Cooper et al. (2002), a rule exists the must be complied with in order to select the number of inputs and outputs [30].

$$n \geq \max \{m \times s, 3 \times (m + s)\}$$ (3)

Where:

n = number of DMUs,

m = number of inputs, and

s = number of outputs

The term DMUs was replaced with SMEs. As for the input and output as of follows:

a. Input Data, They are some resources used by each enterprise to do its production activity. They consist of 4 variables:

- Number of employees
- The width of production place in square meter
- Soybean produced in kg
- Production expenses per day in millions (with 2 decimals and rounding up)

b. Output Data, Output data is the achieved result from each enterprise by using the resources (input). It consists of 2 variables:

- The amount of sales revenue in millions.
- Gross-profit per day in millions.
4. FINDINGS

4.1 Data Analysis

The data on Table 2 was calculated using DEA method with Banxia Frontier Analyst 3 software application. SME will achieve relative efficiency when it reaches score of 1 or 100% and will be getting more inefficient when it is getting away from the value of 1 or 100%. The result of SME efficiency value based on CRS, VRS and Scale, will be shown more detail on Table 3.

Table 3: Relative Productivity Value of each SME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>CRS</th>
<th>VRS</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>RTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SME1</td>
<td>38.03</td>
<td>70.00</td>
<td>54.33</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME2</td>
<td>24.12</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>28.12</td>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME3</td>
<td>19.62</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>49.99</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME4</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>27.72</td>
<td>78.28</td>
<td>decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME5</td>
<td>27.50</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME6</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>29.33</td>
<td>75.01</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME7</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME8</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>28.90</td>
<td>74.96</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME9</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME10</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME11</td>
<td>49.24</td>
<td>64.82</td>
<td>75.96</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME12</td>
<td>25.91</td>
<td>31.87</td>
<td>81.30</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME13</td>
<td>21.09</td>
<td>22.12</td>
<td>95.34</td>
<td>increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME14</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>29.48</td>
<td>74.63</td>
<td>Decreasng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME15</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME16</td>
<td>18.37</td>
<td>26.39</td>
<td>68.39</td>
<td>decreasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME17</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>Constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME18</td>
<td>30.62</td>
<td>30.62</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME19</td>
<td>51.96</td>
<td>56.27</td>
<td>92.34</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on SME performance analysis using DEA method, it was shown as follows: 1) There were 4 SMEs (SME9, SME10, SME18, and SME28) which are efficient in scale (referring to scale column in Table 2 with the value of 100%). 2) Referring to CRS, VRS and scale column in Table 2, there were 2 efficient in overall SMEs (SME9 and SME10) with the value of 100%. 3) Referring to VRS column in Table 2, there were 8 technically efficient SMEs (SME2, SME7, SME9, SME10, SME15, SME17, SME25, and SME31). It was shown more in the form of SME efficiency graphs based on overall, technical and scale on figure 1, 2, and 3. 4) On the other hand, there were 23 inefficient SMEs. It was shown CRS, VRS, and Scale column which were lower than 100%. It was divided into 2 classifications: 20 SMEs with increasing RTS (Return to Scale) and 3 SMEs with decreasing RTS. They were SME1, SME3, SME5, SME6, SME8, SME11, SME12, SME13, SME18, SME19, SME20, SME21, SME22, SME23, SME24, SME26, SME27, SME28, SME29, SME30, SME4, SME14, and SME16.

Source: processed data
SME distribution based on CRS and VRS model is shown by this graph:

According to table 2, figure 3, 4, and 5, relative productivity value of each SME was analyzed one by one. SME9 and SME10 were overall, technically and scale efficient enough with the value of 100%. Based on return to scale result, SME9 and SME10 were at a constant condition. It means that they are efficient. Therefore, it is unnecessary to analyze their potential improvement. On the other hand, SME2, SME7, SME15, SME17, SME25, SME31 were overall and scale inefficient. However, they were technically efficient (100%). Based on return to scale result, SME2, SME7, SME15, SME17, SME25, SME31 were at constant condition that means efficient. Therefore, it is unnecessary to analyze their potential improvement.

### 4.2. Improvement Scenario based on Efficiency score

As detected that DEA is able to give improvement value to inefficient units. Here are SMEs that need to be analyzed their potential improvement: SME1, SME3, SME5, SME6, SME8, SME11, SME12, SME13, SME18, SME19, SME20, SME21, SME22, SME23, SME24, SME26, SME27, SME28, SME29, and SME30 where they were technically, scale, and overall inefficient. Based on return to scale result, they were at increasing condition. This means that it is still possible to improve their input utilization in order to get maximum output. It can be seen from Table 4.

**Table 4: Recommendation for inefficient SMEs in increasing condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SME</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SME1</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 425% per day&lt;br&gt;• Improve their revenue up to 362%&lt;br&gt;• Lessen production expenses up to 21%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the amount of soybean up to 8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME3</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 1,344% per day&lt;br&gt;• Improve their revenue up to 409%&lt;br&gt;• Lessen production expenses up to 2%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the width of production place up to 33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME5</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 659% per day&lt;br&gt;• Improve their revenue up to 263%&lt;br&gt;• Lessen production expenses up to 17%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the number of employees up to 14%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the width of production place up to 87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME6</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 1,580% per day&lt;br&gt;• Improve their revenue up to 354%&lt;br&gt;• Lessen production expenses up to 20%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the number of employees up to 19%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the width of production place up to 55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME8</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 1,601% per day&lt;br&gt;• Improve their revenue up to 361%&lt;br&gt;• Lessen production expenses up to 19%&lt;br&gt;• Decrease the width of production place up to 33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME11</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 12,309% per day&lt;br&gt;• Improve their revenue up to 103%&lt;br&gt;• Lessen production expenses up to 24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the combination result, the greatest factor of inefficiency was gross-profit per day. Therefore, potential improvements that can be done to reach optimum efficiency point are improving gross-profit up to 91.23% and improving the revenue up to 7.17%. From input point of view, the number of employees should be decreased up to 0.46%, the width of production place should be lessened up to 0.54%, the amount of soybean should be decreased up to 0.14% and the production expenses should be decreased up to 0.46%. Thus, SME will be more efficient.

Another advantage of DEA is being able to rank SME in order to find the benchmarking for other SMEs. In other words, DEA is able to give the information about SME that will be the most efficient SME to be referred by inefficient SMEs.

Table 6: SME Peer Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peer Group</th>
<th>SME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SME 10</td>
<td>SME1, SME11, SME12, SME13, SME19, SME20, SME22, SME23, SME24, SME25, SME26, SME27, SME28, SME30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME 9</td>
<td>SME1, SME2, SME3, SME4, SME5, SME6, SME7, SME8, SME11, SME12, SME13, SME14, SME15, SME16, SME17, SME18, SME19, SME20, SME21, SME22, SME23, SME24, SME25, SME26, SME27, SME28, SME29, SME30, SME31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis results of Tofu SMEs in Salatiga using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), it can be concluded that from 31 SMEs, there were only two of them (SME 9 and SME10) that were overall efficient. It indicates that their

---

**Table 5: Recommendation for inefficient SMEs in decreasing condition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SME</th>
<th>Recommends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SME4</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 2,604% per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improve their revenue up to 360%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lessen production expenses up to 27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease the number of employees up to 33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease the width of production place up to 33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME14</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 1,645% per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improve their revenue up to 354%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lessen production expenses up to 21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease the number of employees up to 49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease the width of production place up to 16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME16</td>
<td>• Improve gross-profit up to 2,089% per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Improve their revenue up to 444%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lessen production expenses up to 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease the number of employees up to 33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decrease the width of production place up to 72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SME4, SME14, and SME16 have not been efficient technically, in scale an overall. Based on input to scale result, they were at decreasing condition. It means that they should decrease inputs to have constant condition. It was because the use of input is not in proportion to output produced. It can be seen from Table 5.
inputs have been used optimally to produce the maximum outputs. Besides, 4 SMEs were efficient in scale and 8 SMEs were technically efficient. However, 23 SMEs were inefficient. They were 20 SMEs with increasing category and 3 SMEs with decreasing category.

Factors influencing inefficiency are input data such as the soybean availability, production expenses, the width of production place, and the number of employees. Hence, the inefficient SMEs can refer to the efficient one by lessening input data and improving or maximizing output data in order to be more efficient in overall.
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